The People’s Republic of China has joined the international movement toward greater government transparency, including making government records and decision making more accessible to its citizens. While China is very much aware of and indeed has drawn lessons from this international trend, the primary motivating force is domestic dynamics.

Transparency in China is in a transitional phase. Like many countries, China has a long tradition of government secrecy. The incremental progress toward greater information openness over the past twenty-five years was not triggered by a particular national crisis or scandal, as happened in the United States and Eastern Europe, although most changes in China during the late 1970s and early 1980s might well be attributed to a desire to prevent any repeat of the decade of lawlessness and destruction called the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution of 1966–76. Instead, the transition toward greater transparency appears to have grown out of the confluence of an “open village affairs” movement that arose in the early 1980s, natural pressures from rapid economic development, momentum
from the information technology revolution, and the demands of foreign trade and investment as reflected in China’s 2001 commitments to the World Trade Organization.

China is planning for but does not yet have an information access law. General goals of greater governmental openness have been enunciated in national policy over more than a decade but have been carried out in a piecemeal fashion throughout the country. However, concepts such as the government’s obligation to disclose information and the people’s “right to know” are beginning to be translated into legal rights and obligations in experimental local legislation that should help institutionalize what the Chinese refer to as “open government information.”

This chapter will discuss the development of open government information in China, as well as the prospects for further opening.

Introduction to the Chinese Context

China hosts the world’s largest population, with approximately 1.3 billion people living in an area slightly smaller than the United States. The People’s Republic of China was founded on October 1, 1949, as a “dictatorship of the people” led by the Communist Party of China (the Party), which retains a monopoly on political power today.

Following disastrous Party programs of collectivization and communization, and a chaotic decade of “Cultural Revolution” that left its economy and society in shambles, China adopted the “open door” policy in 1978 to increase foreign trade and selectively welcome foreign investment in the formerly closed country. Since that time, market reforms have gradually replaced central planning, reducing the number and economic contribution of state-owned enterprises, increasingly supporting private enterprise, and lifting price controls on all but a handful of commodities. Today, some 60 percent of industrial output is produced by nonstate enterprises, under what is termed a “socialist market economy.” In 2002, the Party set a goal of turning China into a middle-income country with a “well off” population by 2020. Economic development remains the top priority.

These reforms, which have made China’s one of the fastest growing economies in the world, with a 9.8 percent rate of growth in 2005, have been accompanied by enormous social change. The
“iron rice bowl” of guaranteed employment and related social benefits for urban residents has been replaced with a market economy in which they must find or make their own jobs. Farmers are increasingly leaving the land to seek opportunities in the cities. Personal freedoms have expanded with the widespread loosening of social controls. Change has been supported by establishment of a rather sophisticated body of law adapted in many cases from successful models of other countries, although enforcement of these new laws remains problematic. Concepts of private property rights have gradually taken hold and were recognized in an amendment to China’s constitution in March 2004. An accompanying amendment for the first time enshrined the notion of respecting and protecting human rights in China.

While economic growth has lifted hundreds of millions of Chinese out of poverty over the past few decades, this has occurred primarily in the industrial eastern part of the country. The government admits there are at least 85 million rural residents who live on less than US$75 per year and cannot afford quality food, education, and health care. Pressing problems such as sharp rural-urban and regional disparities, environmental degradation, and rampant corruption, which estimates value at some 3–5 percent of GDP, are giving rise to increasing social unrest. Concern over instability prompted the current leadership to focus on better-balanced and sustainable development rather than growth for its own sake, as well as on new mechanisms to help better manage change.

Amid all this change, political reform has been modest. The Party, comprised of some 65 million members, or about 5 percent of the population, seeks to maintain tight control over policy formulation and implementation, and Party functionaries often concurrently hold government positions, creating what is commonly referred to as the Chinese “Party-state.”

Under China’s constitution, all power belongs to the people, and state power is exercised by them through the National People’s Congress (NPC) and local people’s congresses at the provincial, county, and township levels. The State Council, China’s Cabinet appointed by the NPC, is the highest executive body, overseeing the central ministries and the work of local governments. The people’s courts, also answerable to the NPC, are part of the administrative structure. The standing committees of the congresses, not the courts at the
same level, interpret the national or local laws, for example. The constitution further specifies that the Communist Party of China is the sole political party in power. Other political parties and nongovernmental or civic groups and associations are tightly regulated and subject to official approval and registration.

The current constitutional structure provides for a four-tiered system of direct elections for deputies to people’s congresses at the township and county levels, and indirect elections for the provincial and national people’s congresses. The congresses at each level, rather than the populace at large, elect the government and judicial officials at the same level. Slates of candidates at all stages and all levels are largely controlled by the Party. The system as designed, lacking truly open, competitive, and direct elections, fosters vertical patron-client relations between the Party leaders at higher levels, who recommend the candidates for lower-level Party, congressional, government, and judicial positions, and horizontal accountability between local government and judicial officials on the one hand and the congress and Party organization at the same level that actually elected them on the other. Consequently, congressional deputies and government officials have felt little sense of accountability to the people they ostensibly represent, and the Chinese people have traditionally known little about their representatives and the matters they are handling, even though China’s constitution calls on the people to “supervise” government work.

Change is occurring, however. Since the early 1980s, the Party has endorsed direct, competitive, and nonpartisan elections at the most local level of governance: in China’s 660,000 villages, where some 700 million rural citizens live. While the Party recognizes that electing leaders at a very local level can foster greater trust and stability, it is hesitant to introduce that practice at higher, more formal political levels, where candidates are less well known, issues become more complex, and voters are more likely to organize around different issues, building pressure to permit competing political parties to represent their interests. Stimulated by successful experience with the village election model, however, the Party is permitting limited experiments with more competitive (but nonpartisan) congressional and direct governmental elections at the township and county levels, as well as promoting directly elected urban community councils. Elections within the Party itself are becoming more open and
competitive. Party policy purportedly supports the strengthening of what it refers to as “socialist democracy,” to better allow the people to make their will known and to supervise government—all under the leadership of the Party, however.

What explains these changes? To oversimplify, the Party leadership seems to recognize that, in order to maintain the Party’s legitimacy, curb corruption, and address the complex issues of governance amid rapid development, the traditional model of governance must be adjusted. China’s leaders acknowledge that a modernizing China requires a government that is efficient, law-abiding, and relatively open, one that facilitates, rather than controls, social and economic development and enjoys the trust of the people. To this end, the current leadership seeks to foster what the Party calls “political civilization,” which encompasses development of the “rule of law” and of certain more democratic mechanisms to implement the constitutional right and duty of Chinese citizens to serve as “masters of their country” and “supervise” government. Such mechanisms include, importantly, greater access to government information.

Development of Government Transparency in China

From the Countryside to the City

The current emphasis within the Party and government on greater openness of information and of government affairs generally traces its origins to the collectivization and commune ideology of the Party, with its legacy of farmer participation at the commune (now the village) level and expectations of transparency, especially in local finances. This tradition helped shape the more recent development of directly elected and self-governing villager committees and the related “open village affairs” program. Villagers spontaneously organized the first largely autonomous villager committees in 1980 to manage communal properties and agricultural production. The dismantling of the rural communes following the Cultural Revolution (1966–76) left a vacuum in political, production, and community organization in China’s vast and impoverished countryside below the township level, as well as a legacy of mistrust between farmers and Party cadres. Party leaders sup-
ported the advent of directly elected villager committees, hoping the system would promote stability and economic prosperity by allowing the people to choose leaders they trusted, by making those leaders directly accountable to their constituents, and by implementing a system of open village affairs, which emphasized financial disclosure on the part of the elected village leaders.

Despite unevenness of implementation, the village open affairs and self-governance program was very popular among the people and higher-level officials where it was implemented well. By the late 1990s, the “open village affairs” program was evolving into a broader “open government affairs” movement that was promoted in top-level Party and government policy documents.

The adoption by the NPC in November 1998 of the permanent Organic Law on Villagers’ Committees (the VC Law) marked a significant advance in the institutionalization of more open governance at the village level. The VC Law requires directly elected villagers’ committees (VCs) to implement the “four democracies”: direct democratic election of VC members, democratic decision making through the villager assemblies comprised of all eligible voters, democratic management by the VCs, and democratic supervision by the villagers under new systems of “openness in village affairs.” VCs must publish financial information, in particular, at least once every six months and guarantee the truthfulness of the information disclosed, as well as respond to inquiries from the villagers. Villagers refer to this disclosure system as the “Sunshine Project.”

In a March 1999 speech on villager self-rule, a vice premier described a growing rural concept of a “right to information” tied to economic development: “Following the deepening of rural reform and development of the market economy, farmers’ thinking, concepts, and value orientation have undergone profound changes. Their sense of democracy and their sense of participating in the management of economic and social affairs have constantly increased. And more and more they want to have the right to information, dialogue, and decision-making. They long for direct participation in making decisions on major affairs in the village and the management of village affairs.”

Meanwhile, in the cities, urbanites were increasingly leaving the “iron rice bowl” of guaranteed employment by the government or state-owned enterprises and institutions, which had included em-
ployer-provided housing, schooling, medical treatment, and retirement benefits, to pursue entrepreneurship or work for the emerging private sector. As their numbers swelled, and as concepts of property rights developed with the advent of private housing and business ownership, the demand for greater information relating to business and the economy as well as social services grew. Residents and businesses, for example, needed information on urban development plans in order to make decisions about where to invest in a new home or office building. The development of China’s stock markets prompted the establishment of new information disclosure standards systems to promote greater corporate transparency.

In the year 2000, a detailed joint Party and State Council notice officially extended the open affairs program from the village to the township, which is the most basic level of formal government in China. The notice emphasized publicizing all financial affairs and making it “convenient” for the people to supervise the work of township governments by providing more information and involving the people more in decision-making. Townships were instructed to set up public bulletin boards, much as was the practice in villages, and adopt other means to regularly communicate with the public. The notice further instructed the higher-level county governments to prepare for instituting “open government affairs” programs. By 2003, even the higher-level municipal governments were directed to implement systems of open government affairs.

**Technological Stimulus**

While the substantive notions of government transparency were beginning to spread throughout the Chinese government, Chinese universities and agencies were constructing a technical platform that would support and further promote this transformation. In the early 1980s, the Chinese government took the first steps to use new information technologies such as computers and the Internet to make information more accessible throughout government itself, to strengthen the capacity to share information in support of government-directed industrialization and economic development, and to make government more efficient. In December 1999, the Party established a Leading Group on National Informatization to
set policy in this area. A State Council Information Office was subsequently set up to carry out “informatization” policies, and it was decided to develop a government “Intranet” to build a database and share information.

The initial emphasis of China’s “E-government” program was on internal sharing of information among different agencies and vertically from the center to the localities to facilitate all kinds of government services and functions, including tax collection, foreign trade, and technological development, rather than providing greater information to the Chinese public. Through linking of databases, for example, tax authorities discovered that many companies that were registered with the industrial and commercial bureau had not registered with them to pay corporate income tax. As the information database grew and technology advanced, this program established the technical platform for and a new norm of sharing more and more information. Central and local government agencies began making an ever-increasing amount of information about government functions and activities available and providing administrative services to the public over the Web. These new practices and changing attitudes toward the utility of a freer information flow spurred development of “open government affairs” programs.

The rapid spread of Internet use, buttressed by the proliferation of Internet cafés for those without access to their own personal computers, extended the information revolution more and more to the ordinary citizen. As of mid-2006, roughly 130 million Chinese, or about 10 percent of the population, were using the Internet to access all kinds of information, including some held by their government. Technology is clearly playing a large role in promoting the greater sharing of information in all sectors of government and society in China today.

WTO Commitments

China’s accession agreements with the World Trade Organization (WTO) in December 2001 added impetus to the movement toward greater openness by requiring the country, as part of an international commitment with other member countries, to make trade-related rules and requirements transparent. China agreed to only enforce
those laws, regulations, and other measures that have been published and are widely available; make those measures available to WTO members before they are enforced, absent emergency conditions; designate an official journal for the publication of relevant legal and policy documents; provide an opportunity to comment before measures are implemented; and establish one or more inquiry points where requesters can obtain information within thirty to forty-five days. Standard WTO rules do not generally require that its members establish inquiry points or provide a public comment period before a trade measure can be implemented. These commitments were specifically negotiated with China in order to compel changes in China’s underlying legal system to facilitate greater transparency.\textsuperscript{17}

China’s leaders at all levels take these accession agreements seriously, conscious also that review mechanisms have been established under the WTO to monitor China’s compliance. They have organized extensive training sessions throughout the country and study tours abroad to investigate means of implementing government transparency. WTO transparency obligations are constantly cited by Chinese reformers in support of efforts to promote greater information disclosure and open government. Implementation of these commitments is less than perfect,\textsuperscript{18} but transparency at all levels of Chinese government is improving.

**LEADERSHIP SUPPORT**

Although the drive for greater transparency, especially in financial matters, most notably derived from China’s farmers, they do not appear to have lobbied for change in any organized or well-articulated manner. Indeed, Chinese law and policy prohibit citizens from forming issue-oriented associations without official approval and do not provide clear channels for input into the policy process. The Chinese experience differs, then, from that of diverse countries like India, Peru, and Romania, where grassroots activism played an important and public role in bringing about access to information legislation.\textsuperscript{19} Although social organizations, including business associations and consumer and environmental groups, may well be engaged in pressing for more openness, information on any such activities is not readily available. Instead, it appears that China’s
academic and political leadership at various levels has spearheaded the movement for greater information openness in and beyond China’s villages.

As gleaned from Party and government policy statements and academic writings, the leadership’s motivation to move toward greater openness turned on a combination of pragmatic goals: to involve a wider spectrum of the public in making increasingly complex policy decisions and laws to support China’s drive for economic development, to curb rampant corruption with its negative economic and social consequences, to establish new mechanisms to ensure social stability and build trust in government, and to comply with China’s transparency commitments in its 2001 WTO accession agreements.

The leader most associated with China’s modern economic reform process, Deng Xiaoping, as early as 1984 endorsed the development of information resources to serve modernization. His vision and support boosted China’s embrace of information technology. “Informatization,” the technological side of open information, is now a strategic priority in China’s Tenth Five-Year Economic Plan (2002–07) and is recognized as key to achieving modernization.

Deng’s successor, Jiang Zemin, developed leadership support of the “open government affairs” program, first introducing the concept officially in his report to the 15th National Party Congress in 1997. He subsequently stressed the need to “keep the people informed” and strengthen “openness in government, factory and village affairs,” as well as “citizens’ participation in political affairs in an orderly manner,” in his report to the 16th National Party Congress in November 2002. Jiang and the Party thus set the necessary policy framework for greater access to government information and decision-making processes. State Council Premier Wen Jiabao, who is responsible for carrying out Party policy through government action, then called specifically, in his government work report to the annual meeting of the National People’s Congress (NPC) in March 2004, to establish a system of “open government information” and to increase transparency of government work, in order to keep the people informed so they can exercise supervision over government work. Thus, by the spring of 2004, China’s government leaders were talking explicitly about the importance of institutionalizing open government information (OGI).
The Policy and Legal Framework for Greater Information Openness

Policy Framework

China’s fundamental policy goal is social stability so the country can pursue rapid economic development. China has moved cautiously from a highly centralized, planned economy to a mixed economy that is replacing government mandates with more market-oriented mechanisms, while retaining a single-party political system. That system must find ways to accommodate increasingly divergent social, economic, and political demands and an increasingly assertive public opinion made even more influential through the spreading use of the Internet.

The Fourth Plenum of the 16th Party Central Committee in September 2004 called for Party members to improve their ability to run an increasingly complex nation, admitting in an unusually self-critical public statement that some of its own leaders lack quality, capability, integrity, and close ties to the people. The document warns that the “life and death of the Party” could hang in the balance if the Party’s governing style does not become more responsive to the people.24 It calls for supporting and improving open government affairs and systems to keep the people informed so they can better supervise government work. Moreover, the Party endorsed “open Party affairs,” with greater transparency so that Party members can better understand and participate in internal Party work, themes that echo and should lend further support to transparency developments on the government side.

In March 2005, the Central Committee of the Communist Party and the State Council jointly issued a policy document (the “Joint Opinions”) that for the first time placed the Party’s support firmly behind institutionalizing the open government affairs program into a law-based system of “open government information.”25 This document recited the benefits of open government and outlined the basic principles of open information: 1) disclosure of all types of information concerning various administrative management and public services, except information involving state secrets, commercial secrets, or individual privacy; 2) disclosure upon the government’s own ini-
tiative of matters that should be extensively known to and participated in by the public, as well as disclosure upon request; 3) timely and satisfactory explanations in the event certain information cannot be disclosed upon request; and 4) establishment of evaluation and supervisions systems to ensure that government officials carried out these principles. The Joint Opinions further called for the speedy formulation of State Council Regulations on Open Government Information, while encouraging the localities to develop local rules to establish a legal basis for open government affairs in the interim.

It is clear that a combination of economic and political factors is driving the Party leadership toward recognition of the need to change its style of governance and to promote greater transparency. Just as financial oversight was the primary motivation for greater transparency in village affairs, so the economic imperative to permit the free flow of information in order to realize sustainable economic development has been a driving force in developments at the national level. The Chinese government has long been the primary source and archiver of all kinds of information relating to social, economic, and political affairs. An oft-quoted statistic estimates that 80 percent of all useful information in China is held by the government, and that most of this information is not public. Chinese scholars point out that a monopoly on information leads to waste of and inefficient allocation of resources, corruption, and fraud, as well as policy-related constraints. One example concerns 100 counties in Shanxi province that applied for approval to build power plants utilizing their rich coal reserves, only to discover after a year of wasted effort that the existing power grid in the region could no longer accommodate any more power plants.

Despite the absence of national OGI legislation, a conducive policy framework is encouraging central government ministries to grant greater public access to their files and share an ever-wider array of information with the public, posting more and more information on their official Web sites and implementing a recently introduced government spokesperson system. For example, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 2004 announced new measures to open its archives and declassified some 10,000 items from between 1949 and 1955, the first batch of diplomatic files to be released since 1949. The National Auditing Office (NAO) decided in 2003 to make all its annual reports public and for the first time released the entire text and posted it on
the NAO Web site. In the past, these reports had been submitted only to the State Council and the NPC. In 2004, the NAO created a national “audit storm” with its public report that 41 ministries under the State Council had misappropriated as much as the equivalent of US$171.56 million, including the embarrassing news that the State General Administration of Sports had embezzled US$15.83 million from the country’s 2008 Olympics special construction fund.

Since its embarrassing initial cover-up of the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) outbreak in early 2003, China is becoming more open in disclosing news about disasters, which typically have not been reported. Observers were surprised when China, not known for transparency regarding its military, reported a fatal submarine accident in May 2003, and the Chinese press covered a series of troubling mining tragedies in the autumn of 2004. The State Council Information Office announced that government agencies would make more information accessible to the press and the public in 2005. These are just a few examples of diverse areas in which the practice and culture of greater openness is expanding.

The Legal Framework for Information Access

While open government information is now endorsed as a policy matter, China still lacks national OGI legislation, and Chinese law does not provide clearly for information rights. Efforts to promote greater transparency under the “informatization” and “open government affairs” programs mentioned above have met with resistance from officials accustomed to preserving a shield of secrecy around themselves and their work. Despite high-level articulation of the importance of open government affairs, that program was never institutionalized in a uniform manner throughout the country. Without clear legal requirements, governments and local bureaucrats have been free to decide how and to what extent to publicize government information and operations. Indeed, existing legislation, such as the Law on Guarding State Secrets, the State Security Law, and the Archives Law, emphasizes secrecy, not disclosure of government-held information.

In recent years, however, the State Council and some local governments have undertaken to “legalize” the open government affairs
program through OGI legislation. An important accomplishment of China’s emerging OGI legal framework is that it establishes, for the first time in China’s long and rich history, rights for the Chinese people to obtain government information and enforceable obligations on the government to disclose information.

**Development of Basic Concepts**

China’s constitution does not specifically address information rights. However, certain constitutional principles do establish a legal basis for OGI and open governance. Article 2 stipulates the foundational principle that all power belongs to the people and that the people are to manage state affairs and economic, cultural, and social affairs through various channels and in various ways. Article 3 makes the nominally elected congresses at all levels responsible to the people and subject to supervision by them. Article 27 requires state agencies and functionaries to maintain close ties to the people, heed their opinions, and accept their supervision, while Article 41 grants citizens the right to criticize and make suggestions regarding government agencies and their functionaries. These constitutional principles provide a framework for more participation by Chinese citizens in all kinds of decision making and other forms of supervising government. The citizens cannot exercise these rights without adequate information.

As the “open village affairs” program gained popularity and began to influence higher levels of administration at the grassroots level, economic pressure, including from increasingly significant foreign investors, prompted the central government to begin publishing more government documents and legislation. Before 1991, little government information was made public directly. It was primarily shared with lower-level government agencies and only on a need-to-know basis with others outside government.

Spurred by the growing demand of foreign trading and investment partners and China’s desire to rejoin the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, in March 1992 the State Council issued a directive to publish all national foreign trade and investment laws, regulations, and policies. A 1992 United States–China market access document called on the Chinese government, in a section
entitled “Transparency,” to publish on a regular and prompt basis all legal and policy documents pertaining to trade matters.\textsuperscript{36} Meanwhile, on the domestic front, China’s 1993 consumer protection law was apparently the first Chinese legislation to enunciate a “right to know,” stipulating that consumers enjoy the right to know and request accurate information about products or services that they buy, as well to know information about the protection of consumers’ rights and interests.\textsuperscript{37}

Other national legislation soon established additional principles of openness. A 1996 revision of the Statistics Law added the system of regularly publishing comprehensive statistics and the results of statistical investigations.\textsuperscript{38} The Administrative Licensing Law (ALL), passed in August 2003 and effective July 1, 2004, stipulates that the government licensing and approval process shall be open, unless state secrets, commercial secrets, or individual privacy are involved.\textsuperscript{39} Moreover, the ALL gives the public the right to inspect agency records relating to supervision of the implementation of licensed activities. The September 2003 Law on Environmental Impact Assessment promotes public participation in assessing the environmental impact of projects and establishes a system to share environmental impact assessment information with the public.\textsuperscript{40} A local example is Shenyang Municipality’s pioneering legislation on “public participation in environmental protection.”\textsuperscript{41} It stipulates that environmental information is a public resource and provides for “environmental information rights” as well as participation rights.

While additional examples could be cited, existing legislation provides at best a piecemeal approach to making government information more accessible, without detailed procedures and without any overarching legal framework that would ensure that administrative agencies would respect, and the people’s courts would enforce, access rights. That is what a national “freedom of information” or “open government information” statute could provide.

\textit{Draft National OGI Legislation}

Apart from the policy statements mentioned earlier on promoting openness in village and government affairs, no national legislation
or detailed guidance was developed to support the “open government affairs” program. Seeking to institutionalize these concepts, deputies to the annual meeting of the National People’s Congress filed proposals in 2001, 2002, and 2003 urging the drafting of a national OGI law to satisfy the citizens’ right to know, fulfill WTO commitments, help in legalizing government work, strengthen society’s ability to supervise government, and realize the economic value of information resources.42

These legislative proposals led to inclusion of a draft OGI law in the five-year legislative plan of the Tenth NPC (2002–07), and may have prompted the State Council Information Office to task the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), in May 2002, with researching and drafting legislation on open government information. CASS formed a research group headed by CASS law professor Zhou Hanhua, who conducted extensive research on information access laws around the world.

One of the group’s first dilemmas was whether to draft a law or an administrative regulation. A law passed by the NPC could create new and enforceable rights, which local legislation cannot, and could cover the courts and the people’s congresses as well as government agencies. However, drafting and deliberating national laws in the NPC takes a much longer time than formulating State Council regulations. In the interest of developing a nationwide legal basis for OGI as quickly as possible, the research group decided to take the regulatory route. Their experts’ proposed draft of National Open Government Information Regulations (the “Draft National OGI Regulations”) was submitted to the State Council in July 2002.43 That draft, which has not been officially published, is still undergoing internal consideration and substantial revision. As happened in other Asian countries such as South Korea and Japan, China instead proceeded to permit local experiments with open information systems to gain experience before introducing an OGI system on a nationwide basis.

Local Experimentation

Academics and government officials in the commercial city of Guangzhou (Canton) in China’s southern Guangdong province
were among the first to begin drafting local OGI legislation. Exposed early on to foreign trade and investment via nearby Hong Kong, Guangzhou had been an early proponent of, and had already developed detailed local rules on, the open government and E-government programs. Prompted to take additional concrete steps by an early 2002 central directive on further promoting “open government affairs,” the Guangzhou Office of Legislative Affairs contracted with academics at Guangzhou’s Zhongshan University and formed a working group in June 2002 to draft municipal-level provisions establishing a system of open government information (the “Guangzhou OGI Provisions”).

The Guangzhou drafters say they did not have contact with the CASS research group in Beijing and came up with idea of OGI legislation on their own, prompted by their experience with village affairs transparency movements in Guangdong province and the “open government affairs” program in Guangzhou, as well as overseas research conducted by Guangzhou-based officials and academics in Great Britain and the United States. The Guangzhou OGI Provisions apparently were circulated for discussion at a nationwide administrative law conference in summer 2002. While much of the terminology and ideas are quite different, some of their language is the same as that in the Draft National OGI Regulations, so there appears to have been at least some cross-fertilization, probably at that point. In any event, the Guangzhou OGI Provisions, approved by the Guangzhou Municipal Government on October 30, 2002 and effective January 1, 2003, made history by establishing unprecedented rights of access to government information in China.

The government of Shantou municipality, located in one of Guangdong province’s special economic zones, followed closely behind, as did the international commercial hub and special municipality of Shanghai, which adopted China’s first provincial-level OGI legislation (the “Shanghai OGI Provisions”) in January 2004. In February 2004, the business center of Shenzhen in Guangdong province passed China’s first “online OGI” provisions. By the end of the year, more than 24 provincial and municipal-level governments had adopted OGI legislation, and the spread of local legislation continued throughout the country until an announcement in September 2006 that national Open Government Information Regulations might be issued by the end of that year.
New Information Rights

Breaking the deeply entrenched tradition of government secrecy, these local OGI provisions all establish a presumption that government-held information should be accessible, making nondisclosure the exception rather than the norm. They aim to protect the “right to know” of individuals and organizations—a right that does not appear in China’s constitution and is not defined specifically as such in any national law to date—and establish two fundamental and, for China, novel ideas: that Chinese government agencies have an obligation to disseminate on their own initiative and disclose upon request most of the information that they hold, and that Chinese citizens have a right to access such information.

The Guangzhou OGI Provisions define individuals and organizations as “persons with the right to access,” and government agencies and their functionaries as “persons with the obligation to make public.” While the Shanghai OGI Provisions do not use those terms, they similarly provide that citizens, legal persons, and other organizations have the right to request information from government agencies, and conversely impose a legal obligation on the agencies to disclose all information not covered by a specified exemption.48

The local provisions further establish another new right, that of any person to access information concerning himself that is held by a government agency, as well as to request correction of any errors or inaccuracies in such information. For example, individuals have not to date had the right to review personnel files maintained on them, which might contain information on high school and university transcripts, work records, and employers’ comments. But they have had to pay an annual fee to government agencies that maintain the files and for release of such files to prospective employers and others. In the past, companies could not sign a contract with a new employee without first obtaining the personnel file.49 Accordingly, the right to request access to one’s personnel file is important for confirming and correcting information as citizens seek to change jobs and as China begins to establish a consumer credit information system.

The local OGI provisions all specify a nonexhaustive list of broad categories of information that must be disseminated on the government’s own initiative, a useful device in a country without a
developed concept of “public record” information and where government is not accustomed to sharing information. In addition to development plans, municipal rules and regulations, budgets and actual expenditures, and data about each government agency, these provisions require publication of information on issues of particular public concern, such as epidemics (like the 2003 SARS outbreak), natural disasters, and other emergencies, and land use plans and approval documents relating to rural land requisition and urban redevelopment involving demolition of existing structures and relocation of residents. The sometimes forcible expropriation of land and homes of farmers and urban residents due to rapid development has led to protests, litigation, and a general public outcry for more transparency and what Westerners might refer to as procedural due process. Making the land use planning and development process subject to mandatory public disclosure, together with providing opportunities for the affected public to express their views, should help regularize this often controversial process.

Under these OGI provisions, citizens are also given the right to request information from government agencies that has not already been disseminated, which they have never enjoyed before. Information required to be disclosed affirmatively is generally published in periodic local government gazettes, in local media, and on the local government Web site, as well as made available at the agency itself for ease of public access. Under most local OGI provisions, each government agency is to compile and update a catalogue of information that it holds, as well as a guide on how to access it. Most OGI localities have already developed standardized request forms and user guides.

**Exceptions to the Rule of Access**

The local OGI provisions follow international practice in establishing categories of information that are exempted from the disclosure obligation, including private information about individuals, commercial secrets, state secrets, and information regarding matters still under deliberation. One goal of international legislation in this area is to specify with as much precision as possible the scope of necessary exceptions to the rule of openness, so as to prevent them from becoming huge loopholes for government nondisclosure. In China, the
concept of a “commercial secret” has been under development for several years, although the precise contours are not yet well defined. However, notions of individual privacy and the protection of personal data, nowhere clearly expressed in law, remain to be fleshed out, and the most troublesome exemption is that for “state secrets.”

Invocation of the overly broad Law on Protecting State Secrets, adopted in 1988, can still basically eviscerate the disclosure mandate of all OGI legislation in China. This law defines “state secrets” as “matters that affect the security and interests of the state.” This definition is illustrated with broad categories of information, including secrets concerning “important policy decisions on state affairs,” “economic and social development,” science and technology, and criminal investigations, as well as the more conventional areas of national defense and diplomatic affairs. Public health information—including information about diseases not yet listed by the Ministry of Public Health as a contagion that should be announced to the public—is, for example, apparently treated as a state secret under existing implementing regulations. Chinese officials and scholars have called for revision of the law to more clearly distinguish between what should be kept confidential and what can and should be disclosed. Although work on a comprehensive revision is under way, a revised State Secrets Law is not yet on the NPC legislative plan. Pending national action, local governments and requesters will be challenged to find ways to narrow its reach.

Open Decision Making

A major innovation of many local OGI provisions, not included in the Draft National OGI Regulations, is the stipulation that certain decisions should be announced during the drafting process for public input before they are finalized and implemented. These stipulations seek to further institutionalize mechanisms for greater public participation endorsed by the Party and authorized by the Legislation Law of the People’s Republic of China. These mechanisms include publication by people’s congresses and government agencies of draft legislation and policies to solicit public input in writing, as well as holding public hearings on selected legislation or administrative rules deemed to affect “vital” public interests.
Following a trend set by the Guangzhou OGI Provisions, for example, the Shanghai OGI Provisions require the advance publication for comment of draft decisions, municipal rules, and plans that affect the “major interests” of Shanghai residents or have a “major social influence.” Indeed, the Shanghai Government Legislative Affairs Office adopted a public participation procedure in formulating the Shanghai OGI Provisions themselves. It published a draft for comment in two local newspapers and on the official Shanghai government Web site, and consulted various legal scholars, government officials, foreign experts, enterprises, and nongovernmental organizations. This was the first time the government had sought public input on a draft regulation prior to adoption, although the Shanghai Municipal People’s Congress had published several draft laws for comment and occasionally held hearings on them in the recent past. Shanghai and other local governments that include such a requirement in their OGI legislation are breaking additional new ground in terms of institutionalizing public participation and open government generally.

Implementing Open Government Information Systems

A major challenge of OGI legislation is to make it workable, to ensure that citizens actually use the law and that government agencies actually provide required and requested information. The pioneering Guangzhou OGI Provisions, for example, went into effect amid great fanfare on January 1, 2003. But those provisions were entirely ignored by government officials, media, and citizens when the SARS crisis that apparently started in or around Guangzhou first became public in February 2003. Even in the United States, where the media and citizens groups are more accustomed to pressing the government for information, it took years for people to begin to recognize the usefulness and effectiveness of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) in opening government files to the public.

Shanghai has done a particularly impressive job of spreading the word about the new OGI system. Citywide, fifteen municipal agencies felt to be particularly closely related to the interests of the public, including education, urban planning, social security, and labor, were selected for special training to get their information access systems...
established by the date the Shanghai OGI Provisions went into effect.\textsuperscript{56} Outreach programs to potential users included business associations, lawyers groups, social organizations engaged in issues such as environmental and consumer protection, urban community councils, universities and scholars, the media, and other groups, as well as government officials unaccustomed to the practice of openness. One wealthy district in Shanghai has incorporated training residents on how to access government information over the Internet into the community-based citywide program to put “one million families online.”

In the first month after the provisions took effect, the Shanghai government reported that 21.64 million people searched for information on their Web site, and various government agencies received 63,600 phone inquiries. The fifteen key agencies reported 989 requests for government information, to which 947 replies had been sent by month’s end. Within five months, 12 administrative reconsideration cases had been filed with different government agencies, plus four lawsuits. Media also reported that the city of Wuhan, whose OGI provisions went into effect July 1, 2004, had ordered reconsideration of a request for information from the labor bureau by a laid-off worker that had been denied in August. These private enforcement actions indicate that at least some segments of the population in Shanghai and Wuhan are familiar with and using the new OGI legislation.

Most of the local OGI provisions stipulate administrative penalties for government officials who do not disclose required information or otherwise violate requirements and call for periodic investigations by local supervision agencies and government legislative affairs offices. Shanghai went a step further in requiring annual reports on what information was disseminated, statistics on disclosure requests and the types of information that were either disclosed or denied based on an exemption, statistics on any lawsuits or complaints received, major problems, and plans for improvement. Adopted from U.S. practice, this mechanism essentially incorporates OGI implementation into the performance reports of each agency and helps ensure they will pay at least minimal attention to carrying out the new system so they have something to report.

Another way to help ensure implementation is to give citizens effective administrative and judicial remedies to compel agencies to make government information public. Under the local OGI
provisions and current Chinese law, residents are afforded only the traditional remedies of administrative complaint or administrative reconsideration by the agency that handled the information request in the first place, administrative litigation in the courts over specific government action or inaction, and civil suits for compensation in the event a violation of the provisions results in direct economic loss. Despite the initial positive result in the Wuhan case cited above, many Chinese scholars believe that the administrative remedies are unlikely to provide neutral relief in many of these cases, and administrative litigation is available under existing law only in cases of infringement of personal or property rights. Whether the people’s courts will accept cases involving new “information rights” created by municipal or provincial level governments and not endorsed by a national law passed by the NPC, and how they will enforce the local OGI provisions, thus remain to be tested. Observers note that China’s courts are not truly independent and have little latitude to interpret legislation. However, the Shanghai courts set a positive example by accepting jurisdiction over the first known lawsuit under local OGI provisions in China. That lawsuit was filed in June 2004, just a little over one month after the Shanghai OGI Provisions came into effect. Although the plaintiff ultimately lost her case on a technicality, the court made some positive findings, such as that the OGI Provisions did apply to information created before they went into effect, and criticized the government agency that refused to disclose the requested information for not having followed required procedures such as providing an explanation for its refusal. To avoid the shortfalls of the existing legal system, local governments might experiment with new institutions such as an independent information commission with adjudicatory powers, whose decisions could still be appealed to the courts, as has been done in the state of Connecticut and, more recently, in Mexico. However, the Chinese observe that such commissions are relatively expensive to maintain and would be yet another innovation to manage as they work to introduce the unprecedented OGI system. Another possible approach would be to establish an independent OGI office authorized to provide professional but nonbinding advisory opinions to both requesters and government agencies, as is done in the state of New York, or an ombudsman system as is adopted in some other countries. Shanghai’s mayor promised to establish a neutral body to handle
OGI complaints, and the filing of the first lawsuit in Shanghai led to consideration of forming an expert committee to advise on issues relating to OGI implementation.

Contemporary Challenges

Prospects for National OGI Legislation

China’s local OGI provisions are important first steps on the road to a national open government information law that will empower citizens to participate more actively in the management of their own lives and country. China’s leaders appear to accept that a free flow of information can foster better economic decision making, curb corruption, build trust in government, and thus contribute to economic development and overall social and political stability. Just how free and open that flow should be has not yet been settled, however.

In the wake of widespread criticism of the Chinese government’s secretive handling of the 2003 SARS crisis, which drove home the point that China is enmeshed in a global world that demands greater transparency, State Council Premier Wen Jiabao and other Chinese leaders and academics called for greater information openness. Many observers predicted that the central government would move quickly to adopt national OGI legislation. Although the State Council did act to promulgate national regulations on handling public health emergencies that called for timely, accurate, and comprehensive sharing of information with society, deliberation on national OGI regulations was postponed, possibly to give local experiments—such as those in Guangzhou and Shanghai—time to work out the many challenging issues of regulation and enforcement in this uncharted territory.

Nonetheless, open government information has become a national policy, as reflected in government statements such as Premier Wen Jiabao’s report to the NPC annual meeting in March 2004 and the Joint Opinions issued by the Party and the State Council in March 2005 that endorsed explicitly the legalization of the open government affairs program. The State Council’s ten-year program to implement “administration in accordance with the law,” announced soon after the close of the 2004 NPC meeting, includes OGI as an important component.
public’s right to request open government information and calls on government agencies to facilitate that process.

The concept of a “right to know” first appeared in scholarly literature in the early 1990s, and is now frequently cited in scholarly articles, media reports and even policy documents. It was mentioned in an important Party document issued by the Fourth Plenum of the 16th Party Congress Central Committee in September 2004 as one of the Chinese people’s “democratic rights” that need to be protected, as well as in the March 2005 Joint Opinions. The right to know was also listed as one of the civil and political rights China is protecting as part of its human rights program in China’s “white paper” on Progress in China’s Human Rights Cause in 2003, released by the State Council Information Office on March 30, 2004.

High-level policy statements are important, and promulgation of a State Council regulation establishing a nationwide OGI system would certainly expand and standardize the implementation of OGI systems throughout China. However, only when information rights are granted status under national law will they be clearly entitled to legal protection throughout China and by the people’s courts. The drafting of a national OGI law, which has been placed on the NPC legislative agenda for the current session running through 2007, will be critical to ensuring the successful development of open government information in China. Such a law should also spur necessary work on related legislation, such as revising the State Secrets Law, drafting a privacy or personal information protection law, and expanding the scope of administrative and judicial relief explicitly to cover information rights.

Just as local experimentation often precedes central action, it is not unusual for China first to adopt administrative regulations at the State Council or ministry level, to gain experience while the supreme lawmaking body, the NPC, mulls over more comprehensive legislation. This approach is apparently being followed in the case of China’s national OGI legislation.

**Openness with Chinese Characteristics**

The development of open government information in China over the past quarter century is noteworthy in several respects.
First, China is moving toward greater openness without having first undergone a democratic transition, even though information access is commonly associated with democratic values. Motivated primarily by the desire to ensure stability and continued economic growth at home, China’s authoritarian leaders seem to accept that more open information benefits economic and social development. But they see it as a double-edged sword. While loosening the reins on day-to-day governance and encouraging a more open style of governance with “supervision” by the people and the media, the Party still attempts to retain tight control over information flows and media reportage, issuing directives prohibiting or limiting reporting on corruption scandals, farmer protests, and other sensitive news from time to time. Current Party General Secretary Hu Jintao, heralded as a populist who “puts the people first,” has acquiesced in, if not led, a crackdown on free speech and the increasingly daring Chinese press. Since widespread unrest in the cities and the countryside since 2004 in particular, officials have detained, demoted, or arrested scores of prominent academics, writers, journalists, lawyers, peasant activists, and whistleblowers who are perceived to criticize the Party or the government or who otherwise champion the causes of disaffected petitioners. Those targeted are frequently accused of revealing state secrets. Eighty-two journalists and Internet “campaigners” are in Chinese prisons, more than any other country, according to the Committee to Protect Journalists. The actual implementation of the open government information policy clearly tests the “liberalism” originally attributed to the Hu Jintao–Wen Jiabao government.

It can be a struggle for citizens in well-established democracies like the United States to obtain information from reluctant government officials. Information disclosure in a single-party state like China is likely to be even more of a challenge, subject to strong political, even more than legal, constraints, although Party officials may well point to the “state secrets” or other exemptions from disclosure under OGI legislation to justify withholding politically sensitive information. The first OGI lawsuit filed in Shanghai is a good example of the problem. The requester sought access to seemingly innocuous real estate records from 1946 to 1968. While complicated legal issues delayed the court in reaching a resolution, officials reportedly feared the requester’s motive was to seek documentary evidence to redress confiscation of real estate taken during the excesses of the Cultural
Revolution (1966–76), during which many citizens lost property. Using information access laws to open up past wounds, which in China could include those dating back to the original Communist revolution, various political and economic campaigns since then, and the more recent 1989 Tiananmen Square actions, is a phenomenon encountered in transitional countries around the world. The perceived threat to political stability may seem even greater in a country ruled by unelected leaders, and is undoubtedly part of the calculus behind the cautious approach to adopting such legislation in China.

A second notable aspect of China’s growing government transparency as compared with other international experiences is the relative absence of organized nongovernmental or civil society input in the process. While the current OGI program in China can be traced to the grassroots self-governance movement for China’s 700 million farmers, the dynamic of its evolution seems to have been interaction between a generalized social and economic demand (probably made much more specific at times in certain localities) and leadership acquiescence and support. Well-placed and influential academicians, local officials, and other individuals who represent widely shared views may be active behind the scenes in promoting this process, but the articulation of the need for and development of OGI in China has had a definite elitist rather than a popular flavor. As civil society begins to develop and become more independent and active in China’s restrictive political-legal environment, and as it begins to realize the benefits of recent developments in open information, it may begin to get more involved in pressing for greater information access. Whether and how an emerging civil society in China might contribute to promoting open government information will be issues worth watching.

Third, the Chinese leadership’s early embrace of the technology that makes possible development of an “information society” to support economic development allowed creation of a technical platform that has facilitated China’s gradual move toward openness. Promoters of more open government information may well have used the leadership’s fascination with technical and “scientific” programs to support economic development not only to lay the technical foundation for but also to introduce new practices of sharing information to advance the much broader development of OGI policies and practices.
Fourth, while domestic concerns and developments can explain the impetus that has led to greater information transparency in China, international pressure and experience have also been brought to bear. China’s transparency commitments in its 2001 accession to the WTO are taken seriously by the leadership and used as an argument by OGI promoters in support of the need for OGI legislation. Drafters at the national and local levels are all looking to learn from international experience, through research programs, international conferences, and soliciting the input of foreign practitioners and legal scholars.

Fifth, the spread of transparency in China has been incremental, based on a variety of complementary developments and experimentation conducted in different localities and within different bureaucracies with the approval of the center, as opposed to a distinct national reaction triggered by political crisis or scandal. Nevertheless, it is striking how quickly China’s nascent OGI movement is growing at provincial, municipal, and lower levels to create new rights and impose new obligations with consequences for noncompliant government officials. From a handful of OGI provisions in place at the beginning of 2004, by mid-2006, the number exceeded 30 at just the provincial and municipal levels, not counting all the counterparts at lower government and agency levels.

It is unclear to what extent local legislation can actually create new rights that will be enforced by the people’s courts, or to what extent the people, not accustomed to having the right to request all kinds of information from their government, and the government bureaucrats guarding the agency files will actually implement this important new system. While statistics and the filing of lawsuits and administrative actions indicate that Shanghai and Wuhan residents seem to be learning about and utilizing their new OGI system, officials in Changchun, the capital of northeast China’s Jilin province, attribute the low number of visitors to the Changchun Archives Administration to search for information since local OGI legislation went into effect September 30, 2004, to unfamiliarity with the new system.72

Nonetheless, these new OGI systems are introducing new practices of openness and attempting to change attitudes and the way citizens relate to their government, and vice versa. Local governments are adopting slogans like “transparent government,” “service-
oriented government,” “accountable government” and “law-abiding government” to describe how they see their role vis-à-vis society. One example of the new attitudes being promoted is the licensing law that took effect July 1, 2004, which many Chinese see as truly revolutionary. That law seeks to restrain the exercise of administrative power by restricting the number of government agencies that have authority to regulate activity through licensing and introduces the concept that government should intervene only where individual initiative or the market cannot adequately do so. Transparency requirements permit citizens to monitor implementation of the licensing system. As one Chinese official describes the impact of the Administrative Licensing Law, in the past, Chinese viewed law as a means to control the people; now law is also being used to control government behavior.

Can a nondemocratic China achieve true freedom of information and accountable government? In democracies, citizens can use the electoral process to bring pressure to bear even on unelected bureaucrats. More direct pressure can be applied through an independent judicial system that has the authority to enforce government compliance with the law. In China, in contrast, the Party ultimately controls the government personnel system and the courts. Although Chinese citizens can sue government agencies for abusive acts or failure to act as required under the 1989 Administrative Litigation Law, that law’s coverage is narrowly drawn, and courts are frequently reluctant to accept cases that involve untested rights—since they are only supposed to apply and not interpret the law—or politically sensitive issues. Thus, Chinese citizens basically lack the means to compel government compliance with newly emerging rights of information.

While Chinese officials do not have to account to the people in regularly scheduled and competitive elections and are still infrequently held liable in the courts for their actions or inaction, they nonetheless clearly understand that their credibility and the legitimacy of their leadership depend in large part on being responsive to the concerns and needs of their people. No government official welcomes public scrutiny of his or her decisions. Yet the promoters of OGI include government and Party officials, as well as scholars well versed in international practice. Many officials sincerely believe these mechanisms will help them do a better job, will help China
develop on a sounder basis, and will help ensure social stability in these times of rapid change. Apart from matters of great political sensitivity, serious implementation of open government information systems could prove an important mechanism to help ensure that government becomes more responsive, if not strictly accountable, to the people. In that sense, putting in place new systems of open government information to permit citizens to exercise their nascent “right to know” can be a democratizing force in China. Whatever the end result, it is undeniable that a new culture of openness is being fostered in China today, with the cautious acquiescence and support of the Communist Party. Translating that culture into written law can only reinforce this positive trend.
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